Graduates and about to be graduates interested in a management leadership program.

For more information and how to apply go to NJIT CDS Online (http://www.njit.edu/cds/) and look for Con Edison

Information Resources GOLD Associate

Description:
The GOLD program at Con Edison is a management development program for recent college graduates. In the program, the GOLD Associate will complete 3 rotational assignments and then select a permanent position. The rotational assignments are 6 months in length, and are selected through a committee to maximize the GOLD Associate's technical and leadership ability.

The Information Resources (IR) department of Con Edison is looking to hire GOLD candidates that will eventually have permanent titles in three sections of the IR department. The sections are Application Services, Technology Services, and Information Technology Planning.

Application Services purchases and develops computer applications that are used to support all aspects of the company's business. This includes supporting the Electrical, Gas and Steam Grid, Energy Trading and Customer Billing, as well as various back office applications such as HR, Finance and Payroll. Application Services is looking for candidates that are interested in programming as well as business analysis.

Technology Services operates and maintains the Company's critical IT infrastructure. Positions in Technology Services offer opportunities to work on implementation projects for emerging technologies such as distributed and mainframe data centers, storage area networks, the network operation center, enterprise architecture and middleware, desktop and application virtualization, and communication and collaboration tools.

Information Technology Planning (ITP) establishes hardware and software standards for the computing and communications environments at Con Edison. ITP also develops Cyber-Security policies and processes to protect Company assets and evaluates and implements new technology. We also design, implement and support the company's Corporate Communications Transmission Network (CCTN), a private carrier providing communications for critical operating areas, with the main focus on ensuring the company's corporate network is secure from malicious software and other intrusions.

IR GOLD Associate Requirements
• A recently obtained Bachelor or Master's Degree in engineering, business, or Information Technology.
• A GPA of 3.0 or higher
• A valid driver's license
• Ability to work without sponsorship in the United States
• 4-year degree required
• Overall and major GPA 3.0 or above
• Minimum of 12 credits in Computer Science, Management Information Systems, Telecommunication - Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Network Engineer or Mechanical Engineering